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Overview

1. Motivation
• Dryad / Metadata capital, some early data

2. HIVE – Helping Interdisciplinary Vocabulary 
Engineering (linked data)

3. MetaDataCAPT’L

4. Quality and capital (observations)

5. Conclusions, discussion, criticism…



Today… “a curated general-purpose 
repository that makes the data underlying 
scientific publications discoverable, freely 
reusable, and citable. “

* Data submission w/publication or peer 
review

enables scientists to validate published findings, repurpose data, etc.



Pre-populated 

metadata field

Metadata reuse

Dryad’s  

workflow 
~ low burden 

facilitates  

submission 



Dryad statistics from Monday AM this week



Data downloads  reuse  citation

Observations, motivating 

study of metadata capital

1. Metadata generation costs 

money

2. Metadata reuse is a BIG 

part of Dryad’s workflow

3. Metadata reuse via OAI

4. Metadata reuse via data 

sharing, reuse, and 

repurposing 

Download 10678 times



Package metadata harvested from email

Subj. 177 (gr. 97%, rd. 2%, bl. 1%)

Contr. 101 (gr. 99%, bl. 1%)



The leap - capital to metadata capital

 An economic concept  (Weber, 1905; Smith’s, 1776) 

• Business and operations (net gains or losses)

• Finances, goods and services, and public needs

• Intellectual capital, social capital

• a tangible result, value increase

 Metadata as an asset, a product 
• Reuse of good quality metadata increase value of 

initial investment
 Poor quality may reduce metadata capital ?

• Metadata reuse prevalence 
 Cooperative cataloging , CIP, ISBD, MARC, FRBR, LCC, VIAF, 

OAI-PMH, CrossRef, PubMed, Zotero, BibTex, DataCite. 
Linked data/Semantic Web, PIDs, etc.



Modified Capital-sigma 
notation 
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∑ = $540, metadata reuse via 
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record determined by 
staff labor hours, salary, 
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records produced.
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R + ∑ ai = R + a1 + a2 +a3 + …an

i=1
R = value of the metadata record

i= number of usages

a = incremental increase in value

n = maximum number of reuse



Modified Capital-sigma notation 

Reuse of metadata
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Author/Submitter | Curator

100 metadata instantiations

• 8 of 12 metadata properties 

had reuse @ 50% or greater

• 5 of 8 confirmed reuse at 

80% or higher.   

• Basic bib. vs. complex



Author

Subject

Dcterms.spatial



DwC.ScientificName



KO – knowledge organization

If we [can] think about reuse as capital…?

Does this fit w/Robert Stevens notion of “active 
ontologies”? 
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Helping Interdisciplinary Vocabulary Engineering (HIVE)

 Linked Open Vocabulary initiative, to support inter/transdisciplinary….
 SKOS (a little dumb)  
 AMG + machine learning approach for integrating discipline terminologies
 Capital: Productivity with metadata generation…





~~~~Amy

 Meet Amy Zanne.  She is a botanist.

 Like every good scientist, she publishes, 

and she deposits data in Dryad.

Amy’s data





Modified Capital-sigma notation 

n

P + ∑ ai = R + a1 + a2 +a3 + …an

i=1

P = value of the metadata property 

(w/HIVE the linked data concept)

i = number of usages (reuse)

a = incremental increase in value

n = maximum number of reuse ?



Modified Capital-sigma notation for linked data 
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Reuse of linked data 

concept/URI

P = 
Determined 
by the 
number of 
terms in 
thesaurus, 
labor hours 
to generate, 
integrate, 
etc,



Successive growth rates 

N

∑ ic = Θ (nc +1) 

i=1

Cycles…

What about successive growth rate tied to a concept?  

A concept can be

• in ~ vernacular to canonical

• fall by the wayside, less popular

• out (deprecated)



Discover and advance the application of methods for 
quantifying the cost and value of metadata over time; 
raise dialog 

1. Advance nascent work on “metadata capital” for 
data science

2. Actively engage with the NCDS community

The Team 3.  Connect NCDS  
metadata efforts 
w/the Research Data 
Alliance



Research environments

1. Self-generated health information (SGHI) monitoring daily 
activity in collaboration with the Research Triangle Institute 
(RTI) (Tom Caruso, Health Information Liaison Research Associate, 
UNC-SILS/RTI)

- Fitbit; mobile health
- Consumer/patient awareness
- Metadata/data ownership; cost generating, capital via use/re-use

2. Data management/ontology development in collaboration 
with the National Institute for Environmental Health 
Sciences (NIEHS). Rebecca Boyles, Data Scientist, NIEHS 

- Viral vector core
- Prevent re-running experiments
Accounting factor/cost analysis



Capital: does this work have merit for <m> 
quality?

Quality

 Support metadata 
functions – discovery, 
provenance tracking, 
authenticity

 Standard of taste

 We like it

 Impact

Capital 

 Financial 

 Social

 Intellectual

 Objects

• Asset, product, service, 
good, public good

(Greenberg, ASIST Bulletin, 
2014)

Possibly – to get R&D support

Hard work



Limitations

 Modified capital-sigma is only one 
dimensional; all metadata properties/concept 
are not equal

 Also, we know cost/value relationship is not 
1:1.  

 Metadata is only as good as your data

• not always true

 What about successive growth rate may be 
the way to go



Conclusion…other Valuation Approaches
 Market cap of Facebook per user: $40 – $300

 Revenues per record per user: $4 – $7 per year

• Facebook

• Experian

 Market prices of personal data:

• $0.50 for street address

• $2.00 for date of birth

• $8 for social security number

• $3 for driver’s license number

• $35 for military record

SOURCE: OECD. Exploring the Economics of Personal 
Data: A Survey of Methodologies for Measuring 
Monetary Value. OECD Digital Economy Papers. Office 
for Economic Cooperation and Development Publishing, 
2013. 



Concluding remarks

 Interest….traction 

 Limitations: bad data, cost/value, more 
metadata

 We should care about cost

 Metadata capital can contextualize the 
discussion, provide a foundation

 Generic formula for further research

• Proof
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